Important Information

Regarding your New Sprayer from SDI

Jacobsen-Textron Models: 4119804, 2703540, 4119805, 2703541, 4119806, 2703542, 4119807 and 2703543

SDI Models: VM160D/DSU, VM225D/DSU and VM300D/DSU

Please read the enclosed information before assembling and/or using your new sprayer supplied by:

Spraying Devices, Inc.
Sprayer Installation Service Bulletin

for the following Sprayer Models:

**Jacobsen-Textron Models:**

4119804, 2703540, 4119805, 2703541, 4119806, 2703542, 4119807 and 2703543

**SDI Models:**

VM160D/DSU, VM225D/DSU and VM300D/DSU

**CAUTION!**

Remove the trailer hitch from the Turf Truckster® frame prior to mounting the sprayer. Failure to remove the hitch will damage the sump area of the spray tank.
Additional Caution Instructions for Jacobsen-Textron Sprayers

Models 4119804, 2703540, 4119806 and 2703542

This Sprayer is intended to run on a truck that has the standard hydraulics ONLY!

**DO NOT** use on a truck with a high-low hydraulic kit! Damage to sprayer and/or truck may occur.

Unauthorized application of sprayer will void sprayer warranty!
STOP!

Before installing this Sprayer, read the following:

Additional Caution Instructions for Jacobsen- Textron Sprayers Models 4119805, 2703541, 4119807 and 2703543
&
SDI Models VM160D/DSU, VM225D/DSU and VM300D/DSU

This sprayer is intended to run on a truck that has the high-low hydraulic kit ONLY!

The truck must be operated in the low position (5 gpm) ONLY for proper performance.

Under no circumstances, should the sprayer be used in the high position (9 gpm) mode on a high-low sprayer. Failure to use in the proper setting will cause damage and void warranty.
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